

Cyber-Physical Systems (smart grid, smart transportation, smart cities, etc.),

driven by advances in Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, will provide the
infrastructure and integration of smart applications to accelerate the generation and
collection of big data to an unprecedented scale.


As now a fundamental commodity in our current information age, such big data is
a crucial key to competitiveness in modern commerce. In this paper, we address the
issue of privacy preservation for data auction in CPS by leveraging the concept of

homomorphic cryptography and secured network protocol design. Specifically, we
propose a generic



Privacy-Preserving Auction Scheme (PPAS), in which the two independent entities of

Auctioneer and Intermediate Platform comparise an untrusted third-party trading
platform.


Via the implementation of homomorphic encryption and one-time pad, a winner in the
auction process can be determined and all bidding information is disguised.



Yet, to further improve the security of the privacy-preserving auction, we additionally

propose an Enhanced Privacy-Preserving Auction Scheme (EPPAS) that leverages an
additional signature verification mechanism.


The feasibilities of both schemes are validated through detailed theoretical analyses and

extensive performance evaluations, including assessment of the resilience to attacks. In
addition, we discuss some open issues and extensions relevant to our scheme



network-connected devices will engender diverse applications for the generation,

maximization, and optimization of a variety of resources that span a multitude of
domains.


Furthermore, it is readily evident that emerging networking and computing

technologies shall enable easier, faster, and cheaper data collection from such CPS
systems.



critical challenges must be overcome, such as properly evaluating the price of
datasets, enabling fair and secure data trading with the support of network

protocols, and ensuring data copyright protection.


Although data, in the form of digital information/commodity, can be duplicated and
assigned with an infinite number of copies, competition among data users would

prefer to compete for it.



we address the issue of privacy preservation for data auction in CPS by leveraging

the concept of homomorphic cryptography and secured network protocol design.
Specifically, we propose a generic Privacy-Preserving Auction Scheme (PPAS), in
which the two independent entities of Auctioneer and Intermediate Platform

comprise an untrusted third-party trading platform.


Via the implementation of homomorphic encryption and one-time pad, a winner in
the auction process can be determined and all bidding information is disguised. Yet,

to further improve the security of the privacy-preserving auction, we additionally
propose an Enhanced Privacy-Preserving Auction Scheme (EPPAS) that leverages

an additional signature verification mechanism.



Platform run by sellers, meaning that the sellers play the role of the auctioneer, and

information from the bidders is open to the sellers during the auction. In addition,
with the increasing number of data owners, it is inefficient and inconvenient for
each data seller to maintain their own auction platform.


Thus, a third-party data trading platform in the network environment would be a
more realistic approach.
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we have addressed the issue of protecting information privacy during the

data auction in the thirdparty

auction platform. We have leveraged the

concept of homomorphic encryption to design a Privacy-Preserving Auction

Scheme (PPAS). In order to carry out a privacypreserving auction, we selected
a set of crypto-primitivesand designed algorithms in our system to enable

the efficiency of the auction process.


To further improve the security and resistance to attacks of PPAS, we
proposed the Enhanced Privacy-Preserving Auction Scheme (EPPAS). The

prototypical system of the auction scheme has been implemented to conduct
thorough experimental evaluation. The experimental results demonstrate

that our proposed scheme is capable of ensuring the determination of an
auction winner with a 100% correct rate under normal operations and without

leakage of private information.
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